Ravel Judge Analytics

Understand How Judges Think,
Write and Rule
By analyzing millions of legal documents, Ravel provides strategic
insight into an array of factors that affect a judge’s decisionmaking. Ravel's Judge Analytics enables attorneys to confidently
make decisions in the midst of complex information.
Analytics
Dashboard

The Judge Analytics
dashboard encompasses
your judge’s entire career —
every decision, every citation,
housed in a single location.
The dashboard lets you
identify the cases, circuits,
and judges your judge finds
most persuasive.
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Your Issue From
All Angles

Customize your view of the
data to spot patterns and
dig into specifics. Take
control — step into your
judge’s shoes to see your
issue from the perspective
they would.

Specific
Language

Uncover the rules and
specific language your
judge favors and commonly
cites. Pinpoint distinctions
that set your judge apart to
ensure you never miss the
nuance that could win or
lose your argument.
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Advantages of Judge Analytics
Litigation Strategy
litigators can make more informed strategic decisions about everything from how
to frame arguments to whether to file a particular motion − decisions that can make
or break a case.

Customizable Reports
Easily share customized dashboards and reports with attorneys, tailored to
individual research requests. Replace firm wide emails and reinventing the
research wheel.

Client Pitches
Differentiate your firm when pitching for business. Integrate Ravel dashboards
into pitch decks to differentiate your firm and win business.

To learn more about how Judge Analytics can enable attorneys to understand
Judges better and confidently make decisions, please contact us.
Email: judgeanalytics@ravellaw.com

“The bottom line is that Ravel has invented new ways for
lawyers to seek a competitive advantage by discovering
patterns and outliers in judges’ opinions as well as insights
into who and what influences them.”
Jean O’ Grady, DLA Piper - Director of Research Services and Libraries
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